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Abstract: This is a prospective study of spinal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), electrophysiological
recordings, and neurological examinations of 100 patients admitted for surgery for adolescent idiopathic
scoliosis (AIS), which was conducted to assess the prevalence of structural and functional abnormalities
within the spinal cord in patients with clinically normal neurologic condition. In all patients the clinical
diagnosis and intact neurological condition was ascertained by a spinal orthopedic surgeon. Full-length
spinal axis MRI studies (T1/T2 sequences) and somato-sensory evoked potentials of the tibial nerves
(tSSEPs) were preoperatively assessed by independent evaluators blinded to the patients’ medical histories. Structural spinal cord abnormalities were found in three of 100 AIS patients on MR imaging. In one
patient a Chiari malformation type 1 with an accompanying syringomyelia was diagnosed, which required
a suboccipital decompression. In the other two patients small thoracic syringomyelias were diagnosed.
Abnormalities of spinal cord function were detected in 68% of the 100 patients: tSSEP latencies corrected
for body height were increased in 56% of the patients; pathological differences between tSSEPs on the
left and right sides were present in 17% (12% in combination with a prolongation of the latency). The
findings of this study indicate that MRI and electrophysiological examinations are essential to assess
spinal cord abnormalities that are clinically not detectable in AIS patients. Even in patients with intact
neurologic condition and clinically typical right-curved thoracic scoliosis, the possibility of intraspinal
pathologies should be ruled out by MRI. It is especially important to detect structural pathologies like
syringomyelia and Chiari malformation before proceeding with scoliosis surgery, as these conditions are
associated with a higher neurological risk during scoliosis surgery. The electrophysiological recordings
made in the present study, with the high number of pathological tSSEPs, are indicative of functional
abnormalities with a subclinical involvement of the recorded neuronal pathways. The relevance of the
latter findings is not yet clear, but pre-operative tSSEP examinations offer the possibility of assessing
alterations in spinal cord function that are undetectable by clinical examination
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O R I G I N A L A RT I C L E

Preoperative radiological
and electrophysiological evaluation
in 100 adolescent idiopathic
scoliosis patients

Abstract This is a prospective study
of spinal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), electrophysiological recordings, and neurological examinations
of 100 patients admitted for surgery
for adolescent idiopathic scoliosis
(AIS), which was conducted to assess the prevalence of structural and
functional abnormalities within the
spinal cord in patients with clinically
normal neurologic condition. In all
patients the clinical diagnosis and intact neurological condition was ascertained by a spinal orthopedic surgeon. Full-length spinal axis MRI
studies (T1/T2 sequences) and somato-sensory evoked potentials of
the tibial nerves (tSSEPs) were preoperatively assessed by independent
evaluators blinded to the patients’
medical histories. Structural spinal
cord abnormalities were found in
three of 100 AIS patients on MR
imaging. In one patient a Chiari malformation type 1 with an accompanying syringomyelia was diagnosed,
which required a suboccipital decompression. In the other two patients small thoracic syringomyelias
were diagnosed. Abnormalities of
spinal cord function were detected in
68% of the 100 patients: tSSEP latencies corrected for body height
were increased in 56% of the patients; pathological differences be-

tween tSSEPs on the left and right
sides were present in 17% (12% in
combination with a prolongation of
the latency). The findings of this
study indicate that MRI and electrophysiological examinations are essential to assess spinal cord abnormalities that are clinically not detectable in AIS patients. Even in patients with intact neurologic condition and clinically typical right-curved
thoracic scoliosis, the possibility of
intraspinal pathologies should be
ruled out by MRI. It is especially important to detect structural pathologies like syringomyelia and Chiari
malformation before proceeding with
scoliosis surgery, as these conditions
are associated with a higher neurological risk during scoliosis surgery.
The electrophysiological recordings
made in the present study, with the
high number of pathological tSSEPs,
are indicative of functional abnormalities with a subclinical involvement of the recorded neuronal pathways. The relevance of the latter
findings is not yet clear, but pre-operative tSSEP examinations offer the
possibility of assessing alterations in
spinal cord function that are undetectable by clinical examination.
Keywords Idiopathic scoliosis ·
MRI · Tibial SSEP · Syringomyelia
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Introduction
Adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) is typically seen in
girls, and a right-sided thoracic curve is most common.
However, AIS may present as the first symptom of an intraspinal pathology. These pathologies, which include syringomyelia, Chiari malformations, tethered cord, and intramedullary tumors, are risk factors for neurological injury during spine correction [6]. Surgical correction with
an existing intradural pathology may be deleterious; therefore, these pathologies have to be investigated and, if required, treated before the spine correction.
The aim of this study was to assess the value and clinical impact of a preoperative electrophysiological examination in combination with a magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) evaluation to rule out any potential underlying intradural pathology. In the literature the indication for a
routine MRI in AIS is still controversial [2, 6, 11, 13, 17, 18].

Preoperative electrophysiological evaluation was performed
1–3 days before surgery. Tibial SSEPs were elicted using electrical
stimulation by a conventional EMG machine (Dantec Keypoint;
software 2.0) using surface electrodes. The tibial nerves were stimulated at the ankle (proximally placed cathodes, the anode placed
2 cm distally) with a square-wave stimulation for 0.2 ms at a frequency of 3 Hz. The stimulus intensity (up to a maximum of 40 mA)
was adjusted to produce a clear muscle contraction. For recording,
scalp electrodes were applied at Cz’ and Fz using the International
10/20 electrode system. The electrode impedance was maintained
below 5 kOhm. The amplifier was set at 5µV/division, and the frequency bandpass was set at 50–2000 Hz. Two sets of 500 replications were averaged to improve the signal to noise ratio for latency
and amplitude measurements. All measurements were carried out
at ambient temperature.
As the characteristic P40 latency of the early tSSEP is significantly influenced by body height, in all patients the value of P40 latency was corrected for body height (y=0.199×body height+3.9037)
[8]. Therefore, body height corrected latencies of ±2SD (1SD=
0.57 ms) of the P40 were accepted as normal. Beside the latency of
the early SSEP component, the interside difference of the P40 latency
was calculated, as this value has been proven to be a sensitive marker
to identify unilateral abnormalities of the tSSEP. Interside differences of the P40 latency >2 ms were regarded as pathological [8].

Materials and methods
MRI protocol
Patients
The study enrolled 100 adolescent patients with AIS admitted for surgical correction (80 female and 20 male; average age 15.3±2.2 SD
years; enrollment from July 1997 until February 2002). Inclusion
criteria were restricted to patients with an unsuspicious medical
history (no pain, numbness or weakness of the lower extremities)
of idiopathic scoliosis and with no abnormal findings on physical
and neurological examination. Patients with neuromuscular or degenerative scoliosis or with any accompanying neurological disorder were excluded from this study.

Preoperative clinical examinations
Prior to surgical correction, all patients underwent a comprehensive evaluation, which consisted of a patient history, and physical
and neuro-orthopedic examinations by the orthopedic spinal surgeon. Specific attention was given to assessing any disturbances of
motor strength in the upper and lower extremities, exploration of
sensation of the extremities and trunk, including cold and warm
sensation, tendon reflexes and pathological pyramidal signs (levels
of cutaneous abdominal reflexes, Babinski phenomenon, or increased muscle tone).
The curve pattern and size of the scoliosis was determined on
standing plain antero-posterior and lateral radiographs of the
whole spine, measuring the Cobb angle, as well as on supine bending films. The Risser sign was used to denote the degree of skeletal maturity.

Electrophysiological examinations
The pre-operative electrophysiological examinations by tibial somato-sensory evoked potential (tSSEP) recordings were performed
by specially trained staff at a neurophysiology lab. The neurologist
was blinded to the individual medical histories of the patients. Preoperative SSEP evaluation is obtained routinely in all cases of
complex spinal surgery that require intraoperative monitoring. Preoperative SSEPs are used as baseline recordings for the intraoperative monitoring as well as for postoperative comparison.

MR imaging of the whole spine was performed on a 1.5-T scanner
(Siemens Symphony, Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany), using a dedicated receive-only spine coil. The cervical, thoracic and lumbar spine were imaged separately. Imaging protocol
included a sagittal T2-weighted fast spin echo (FSE) sequence (TR
5000 ms/TE 130 ms) and a coronal T1-weighted spin echo (SE) sequence (TR 700 ms/TE 12 ms) with the following parameters: matrix
512×225, field of view (FOV) 225×300 mm; slice thickness 4 mm,
interslice gap 0.8, number of excitations (NEX) 4, echo train length
(ETL) 15, as well as T2-weighted axial FSE scans (TR 5000 ms/TE
72 ms, matrix 210×256, FOV 150×150 mm; interslice gap 0.8 mm,
NEX 2; ETL 7). For the cervical spine, axial T2-weighted gradient
echo sequences were used: (TR 666 ms/TE 22 ms, flip angle 20°,
matrix 210×256, FOV 200×200 mm, interslice gap 0.8 mm, NEX 2).
All sequences were acquired without fat saturation. All examinations were evaluated preoperatively by experienced spinal radiologists. Abnormalities of the spinal cord, the presence or absence of
a syringomyelia and malformations such as the Chiari malformation or diastematomyelia were noted.
The hindbrain herniation (Chiari malformation type 1) was defined as an elongation of the cerebral tonsils by more than 5 mm
into the cervical spinal canal, a cervicomedullary kinking, and a reduction of subarachnoid space anterior to the brain stem and posteroinferior to the cerebellum [15].

Results
In all 100 consecutive patients with AIS, full clinical and
radiological workups were done. In 7/100 patients, preoperative electrophysiological data were not available due to
administrative problems with patients from abroad.

Preoperative findings
There were 34 single thoracic curves, 2 of them were left
convex. There were 23 double thoracic curves, 12 double
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Fig. 1 P40 latencies of preoperative somato-sensory evoked
potentials of the tibial nerves
(tSSEPs) are plotted against
body height to rule out functional spinal cord abnormalities
The dark rhomboids represent
the absolute P40 latencies; the
line with standard deviations
represents the calculated body
height corrected latencies
(±2SD bars). Body height corrected P40 latencies were prolonged (body height corrected
latency ±2SD) in 56% of patients

major curves, 5 double thoracic curves, and 4 triple major
curves, in which all the main thoracic curves were right
sided. Further, there were 3 single lumbar, 8 lumbar major
(all left-sided), and 11 single thoracolumbar curves. The
mean Cobb angle was 56°±12° (range 43°–96°). The skeletal maturity was distributed as follows: Risser 0 n=17;
Risser 1 n=3; Risser 2 n=10; Risser 3 n=13; Risser 4 n=48;
Risser 5 n=9.

Case 1

Preoperative electrophysiological evaluation with SSEP
of the tibial nerve was obtained in 93 of the 100 patients.
Functional spinal cord abnormalities were detected in 68%
of the 100 patients. Body height corrected P40 latencies
were prolonged (body height corrected latency ±2SD) in
56% of patients. In 17% (n=16) the right–left interside
difference was pathologically increased (>2 ms). However, five of these patients (5.4%) had normal P40 latencies. Figure 1 plots the absolute (dark rhomboids) and the
calculated body height corrected P40 latencies (line shows
normal mean ±2SD latency).

A 14-year-old girl presented with a progressive rightsided thoracic scoliosis. Patient’s history and clinical examination findings were unremarkable. Menarche was 6
months prior to surgery. Radiological examination revealed
a right convex long thoracic scoliosis from T4 to L4 of
57° with its apex at T9/10. MRI of the spine demonstrated
a syringomyelia extending from T5 to L1 with a maximal
diameter of 6 mm. The body height corrected tSSEP P40
latencies (right 36 ms, left 37 ms) were pathologically increased (body height 151 cm, expected normal P40 latency±2SD: 33.9±1.14 ms). The interside difference of
1 ms was within normal limits. Neurosurgical treatment of
the syringomyelia was not considered necessary prior to
scoliosis surgery. To reduce the risk of a stretching of the
spinal cord by distraction of the spine, a ventral release by
discectomy from T6/7 to T11/12 was performed prior to
the dorsal corrective spinal fusion from T5 to L2. For the
posterior instrumented fusion, titanium implants were
used to allow follow-up of the syringomyelia with MR
imaging. The perioperative course and postoperative follow-up were unremarkable.

MRI findings

Case 2

In three of the 100 MR examinations (3%), relevant structural intraspinal abnormalities were found.

A 12-year-old pre-menarchal girl presented with a progressive left-sided thoracic scoliosis from T5 to T12 of
50° with its apex at T8. The patient’s history and clinical
examination findings were unremarkable. Preoperative

Electrophysiology
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MRI demonstrated a Chiari malformation type 1 with a
syringomyelia (Fig. 2a). Decompression of foramen magnum, C1 laminectomy and partial resection of the cerebral
tonsils combined with duraplasty and untethering of the
filum terminale were performed by the neurosurgeon. Postoperative MRI showed a remarkable reduction of the size
of the syringomyelia (Fig. 2b). Two months later, the scoliosis was corrected by an anterior instrumentation from
T6 to T12 from the left. The anterior instrumentation prevented lengthening of the spine during correction and the
use of titanium implants enabled MRI follow-up of the syringomyelia. The pre-operative electrophysiological recordings of this patient (absolute and body height corrected
values, as well as interside difference) were normal.
Case 3

Fig. 2 a Preoperative sagittal and axial T2-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) demonstrates a Chiari malformation type 1
with a large cervical syringomyelia (arrowheads) extending from
C2 to T1. b Following the foramen magnum decompression (partial resection of the cerebral tonsils and the arch of C1 and a duraplasty), the postoperative sagittal and axial T2-weighted MR images show a remarkable reduction in the size of the syringomyelia
(arrowheads)

Fig. 3 Sagittal and axial T2weighted MR images show
a small syringomyelia in the
lower thoracic cord with extension from T8 to T10 with
a maximal diameter of 4 mm
(arrow)

A 17-year-old woman presented with a progressive double thoracic scoliosis with a main right convex thoracic
scoliosis from T6 to L1 of 55° with its apex at T8 and a
left convex upper thoracic scoliosis from T2 to T5 of 35°.
Her history and clinical examination findings were unremarkable. The MRI revealed a small syringomyelia in the
lower thoracic cord with extension from T8 to T10 with a
maximal diameter of 4 mm (Fig. 3). Surgical treatment of
the syringomyelia was not considered necessary due to its
small size. The body height corrected latencies and morphology of the preoperative tSSEP were normal. Distraction of the spinal cord was avoided during T2–T12 correction from dorsal with titanium implants. Surgery, intraoperative monitoring, and the postoperative course were
uneventful.
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Surgery
The spine correction consisted of a posterior spinal fusion
in 69 patients combined with same-day anterior release in
21 of them, and anterior fusion in 31 cases. The decision
regarding isolated posterior or anterior approach depended
on the type/magnitude of the curve and the degree of skeletal maturity. All surgeries were performed by the senior
author (K.M.). Intraoperative monitoring was routinely
performed for all operations with SSEPs, and in a majority of the cases also with motor evoked potentials. There
were no intraoperative or postoperative neurological complications.

Discussion
Although the present study included only patients with
severe AIS requiring surgery (Cobb angle >43°), we did
not find a higher incidence of structural spinal intradural
pathologies compared with other reports in which cases
with less severe scoliosis were also included [3, 5, 7, 10,
11, 16, 19]. We found structural intradural pathology in
3 of 100 AIS patients (3%) who presented without any obvious neurological deficits. This is more frequent than the
findings of Do et al., who recently reported an intradural
pathology of 0.6% in their large series of 327 AIS patients
(average Cobb angle 57° of the major curve) [2]. Of the
three patients with intradural pathology in our series, two
had typical right-sided thoracic curves, and one had a leftsided thoracic curve – this latter patient being one of only
two patients in the entire series with a left-sided thoracic
curve. This gives a rate of 2% MRI abnormalities in typical right-sided thoracic curves and 50% in left-sided thoracic curves.
AIS is typically seen in girls, and a right-sided thoracic
curve is most common. However, scoliosis per se can be
the earliest manifestation of an occult intraspinal pathology, as such pathologies are known to be associated with the
development of progressive scoliotic curves. A prospective
MRI evaluation of idiopathic left thoracic scoliosis (mean
Cobb angle 20°) found 2 out of 29 examined patients
(7%) had an underlying syringomyelia [11].
The policy at our institution is to obtain preoperative
MR images in all cases of AIS, independently of the side
of the curvature. In our opinion the consequences of a
missed spinal cord pathology that deteriorates due to the
scoliosis correction would be in no way comparable to the
costs of routine preoperative MRI examinations.
Patients with syringomyelia may present with scoliosis
before manifesting any neurological abnormalities [1, 3,
9]. Further, intramedullary tumors can present with scoliosis without neurological deficits [7]. However, the mechanism by which a syringomyelia or a Chiari malformation
type 1 (CM-1) causes the scoliosis is poorly understood
[11, 12]. It has been suggested that an asymmetrically ex-

panding syringomyelia causes pressure and injures the lower
motor neurons in the gray matter of the anterior horn innervating the trunk muscles. This imbalance of the paravertebral muscles may presumably cause the scoliosis [3].
Another explanation could be that patients with CM-1
have an equilibrium dysfunction disturbing the postural
reflex system and causing scoliosis [11, 12].
Untreated syringomyelia poses higher neurological risk
during surgical scoliosis correction, possibly due to tenuous blood supply making the spinal cord more vulnerable
for distraction and compression [16]. Intradural pathologies should be known preoperatively, so that titanium implants can be used to enable further MRI follow-up examinations. Forty percent of scoliosis patients with a known
syringomyelia present with neurological symptoms, usually with subtle findings such as asymmetry of the reflexes;
less commonly, however, they present with motor disturbance, spasticity, muscle mass asymmetry, or temperature
insensitivity [3]. An absent superficial abdominal reflex
in an idiopathic scoliosis patient is suggestive for an underlying syringomyelia. Zadeh et al. reported that in all
ten children they studied with IS and syringomyelia, the
superficial abdominal reflex was consistently absent on
the same side as the convexity of the curve [19]. In a
study by Ono et al., hyperreflexia appeared in all patients
with Cobb angle >20° who had syringomyelia with CM-1
[14]. However, we could not confirm this finding.
Known intradural pathologies should be treated before
scoliosis correction. The treatment of syringomyelia is
tailored to the individual, but generally consists of a duraplasty with or without syringosubarachnoid shunt or syringoperitoneal shunt. Cases of CM-1 are treated with a
foramen magnum decompression („suboccipital craniectomy“) combined possibly with a duraplasty. The partial
resection of the cerebellar tonsils (as in case 2) is necessary only in exceptional cases. Improvement of the scoliosis after surgery of the syringomyelia has been reported
in children [14].
The results of the present study, with pathologically
prolonged tibial SSEP latencies of 56%, confirm our previous results. In an earlier study we reported that preoperative body height corrected tSSEP latencies were prolonged in 61% of neurologically normal AIS patients with
no intradural pathology on MR imaging. The impairment
of tSSEPs was not related to the extent of spine deformity
as assessed by the Cobb angle [8]. The finding of prolonged latencies in tSSEPs and unremarkable MRI findings may support the theory that occult structural changes
of the spinal cord, undetectable on MRI, may be present in
idiopathic scoliosis. We do not expect a prolongation of the
tSSEP latencies due to the young age of this patient group,
as the myelination is achieved during the first 2 years of
life [15]. This corroborates the findings of Cheng and colleagues, who could not find any correlation between tSSEP
latencies and either age or body weight in a cohort of
young (age 11–22, mean 12.5 years) and healthy subjects
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[4]. In our series, the SSEP abnormalities were not specific for morphological abnormality in spinal cord detectable
with MRI. Of three patients with MRI abnormality, only
one patient showed abnormal SSEPs.

Conclusions
The study reveals a clear indication for a routine preoperative MR imaging of the whole spine even in adolescent
patients suffering from scoliosis suspected to be of idiopathic etiology. Normal clinical neurological and neurophysiological assessments, independent of the side of the

curve of scoliosis, are not reliable to exclude structural
pathologies within the spinal cord. The high percentage of
altered tSSEP recordings in AIS patients indicates a subclinical alteration of spinal cord function that is not related to structural abnormalities detectable with MRI. The
possibility of structural and functional alterations of spinal
cord in AIS demands serious assessment, as unknown intradural findings such as Chiari, syringomyelia, or a tethered cord may cause complications arising from the correction of the scoliosis. Preoperative SSEP assessment is
mandatory as a baseline examination for intraoperative
monitoring and to allow comparisons with the postoperative condition.
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